
 
 

 

2017-18 UGA Franklin College-University of Liverpool 

Faculty Research Exchange 
Call for Applications 

 

Application Deadline: Friday, September 29, 2017 
 
The week-long Franklin-Liverpool Faculty Research Exchange is open to tenured and tenure-track faculty 

from any discipline in the Franklin College. Through this program, faculty at both institutions have the 

opportunity to collaborate on common research in their field. Faculty are expected to be on the Liverpool 

campus for one business week. UGA faculty may opt to visit Liverpool in May if more convenient, as the 

University of Liverpool is still in session during this time. 

 

Activities 
While participating in this exchange, both faculty are expected to: 

 Collaborate on common research; 

 Offer a public lecture (or equivalent presentation) about their research; 

 Develop research associations with the host department/faculty member with a view toward future 

joint funding application. This could include the UGA-Liverpool Seed Grant/Pump-Priming Grant 

(http://research.uga.edu/docs/policies/iga/UGA-UOL-Guidelines.pdf). 

 

Expenses Covered for the UGA Faculty Member 
The Franklin College will cover international airfare between Atlanta and Liverpool as well as ground 

transportation to and from the airport in Atlanta. The University of Liverpool will provide overnight 

accommodation and ground transportation to and from the airport in Manchester. Meal expenses will not be 

covered. 

 

Expenses Covered for the Liverpool Faculty Member 
The University of Liverpool will cover international airfare between Liverpool and Atlanta as well as ground 

transportation to and from their airport. The Franklin College will provide overnight accommodation and 

ground transportation to and from the airport in Atlanta. Meal expenses will not be covered. 

 

Application Material 

 Completed cover sheet 

 1-2 page narrative describing expected research outcomes of this particular collaboration; 

 Statements from the department heads at both institutions endorsing the exchange (e-mail will suffice). 

UGA department heads must explain—if applicable—how the UGA faculty member’s classes will be 

covered during the week abroad. 

 
Submit applications electronically to Karen Coker at kcoker@uga.edu by Friday, September 29, 2017. For 

questions, please contact Associate Dean Martin Kagel at mkagel@uga.edu. 

 

This Call for Applications and Cover Sheet can be found on the Franklin College website, at: 

http://www.franklin.uga.edu/content/uga-franklin-international-faculty-exchange-visits 
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